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Dimension reduction and model fitting is used in many fields. Our government budget compilation process is one of

them. In order to make government budget allocation and consequent spending efficient, numerous analytic studies

are conducted. Results from such studies, often products of statistical analysis, assist decision makings in every

budgeting process.

Amongst abundant raw data, selecting and processing them for decision making in government budgeting is a

daunting task. Thanks to its complexity, a budgetary process is often called a political process. Wildavsky and

Caiden (2003) Hence, less dimensionality after data processing is easier for policy makers summarizing and syn-

thesizing trends in many public budget related variables. In addition, to make decisions in a scholarly and objective

way, public servants adopt budget theories which were often proved by statistical model fitting methods. In this pre-

sentation, I will describe some studies using dimension reduction and model fitting methods that have contributed to

the government research and development (hereafter, R&D) budget compilation process.

When it comes to the question why our government invests in R&D and increases the amount faster than other

budgets, understanding the Cobbs-Douglas production function from macroeconomics, is inevitable. The capital let-

ters, and in the equation stand for total production (e.g. GDP), total factor productivity (TFP), labor input, and capital

input, respectively. The greek letter terms are the elasticities of inputs. Fitting data to this model and its extension

helps to quantify the contribution of R&D investments to economic growth and technology innovation. See Griliches

(1994) and Griliches (1979) for details. This quantification affects the government R&D policy and a consequent

budget allocation from the macro-level.

Instead of fitting name bearing equations, fitting a model of causal relations among variables leads to proving the-

ories. If not, such model fitting, at least, explains relationships between response variables and explanatory variables.

These empirical studies are very popular in social and political science, let alone econometrics.

One of the budget theories is the incrementalism, of which key idea is that the current fiscal year budget is mainly

determined by the previous budget. Statistical model of time dependent variables is fitted and its statistical signifi-

cance makes the theory more reliable. Furthermore, longitudinal data analysis, in econometrics, more often goes by

panel data analysis is performed to find out appropriate budget size by comparing budget sizes of various countries

over many fiscal years. Unfortunately, budget data of 20 or more years are hardly obtainable, which makes time series

analysis difficult. For projecting the appropriate R&D investment amount of Korea by panel data analysis, see Lee,

Yong, and Jung (2010). Panel data analysis studies for the budget sizes of various government ministries and budget

programs exist as in Kang, Lee, and Lee (2003). A few types of budgets including R&D with their budget model

fitting procedures and resulting implications to budget policy will be discussed.

Whether it is the incrementalism, regression analysis, panel data analysis, or fitting functional equations from

theories to data, numerous statistical methodologies make model fitting be more sophisticated, input data be fully
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utilized, and more powerful results be drawn. Yet, without prior knowledge in data generating model and the data

set itself A page from a published paper without authors will be inserted to discuss the problem. , model fitting

might bring an inappropriate conclusion and in the end, mislead policy makers. Prior to model fitting, therefore,

understanding data must be prioritized. In particular, in order to explore the data and to perform further statistical

analysis, dimension reduction is inevitable regardless of subjects.

The overall consensus that R&D brings innovation and economic growth, also has drawn the fast increasing R&D

budget and numerous R&D related statistics. Many are raw data, from which the public wants to know whether

or not increased R&D budget truly has improved productivity. Measuring productivity, a ratio of output and input,

produces data of multiple dimensions. As many combinations exist to measure productivity, reducing dimension

is more necessary. In order to rank R&D productivities among R&D programs or OECD countries, the notion of

data depth can be employed [See Lee, Yong, and Jung (2010)]. In the field of operation research, data envelope

analysis [See Park, Kim, and Jung (2010)] or stochastic frontier analysis [See Wang (2007)] is used to rank investment

efficiencies based on multiple decision units. In addition to those productivity or efficiency measures, a data set of

many variables often goes through principal component analysis to select a fewmajor contributing components. Often

dimension reduction analysis is performed on multidimensional data and the results are visualized in two-dimensions

for a matrix analysis. Results from these dimension reduction techniques assist monitoring efficiencies/productivities

of government investment and its outcome/output. Therefore, these results are directly implemented into the pattern

of budget spending.

There are more applications of dimension reduction and model fitting methods for the effective government R&D

budget allocation. Results from new or conventional statistical methods assist better planning and budgeting by pro-

viding processed data for decision making. With some case studies, in this presentation, the importance of dimension

reduction and model fitting in the R&D budget compilation is demonstrated. However, methods are not limited and

more contributions from statisticians are expected.
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